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CAPRICORN 2009 ASTROLOGY
The period from April to August, would be an encouraging period. Your all dreams and
cherished wishes would get fulfilled. You would be enjoying a big amount of successes and
reputation. Your self-confidence would be on a high.
Career,
Incomes
and
Gains
Jupiter, Rahu, Mercury are going over the ascendant, Mars and Sun both are in 12th, Venus is in 2nd and
Saturn would be in transiting in 8th house. First three months of the year 2009 would be complicated.
You may earn the displeasure of your authorities; you have to face trouble at workplace and may even
find yourself in difficult situations. Alternatively, you may have some problems from government
sources. Your enemies may become powerful and you should try your level best to avoid any
confrontation with them otherwise it may lead to undesirable complications or consequences. April to
August, it would be an encouraging period. Your all dreams and cherished wishes would be fulfilled.
You would be enjoying a big amount of successes and reputation. Your self-confidence would be
equivalence fineness. Sudden windfalls and gains through business or service are to some extent possible.
It is a suitable period for launching new and major ventures. Those who are in service would be able to
win favor of their seniors. Those are in business would be entering into new enterprises. September may
come with some problems/stress/tensions. Working conditions would get deteriorated. Work pressure
would be increasing day by day. Pending work would be cause of troubles. Chances of career growth
would be very low. Don't try to quit or change the job. From October to December you would be in
comfortable situations.
Professional prospects and promotions will also be there of those who were left or were superseded. You
will have increase of wealth and gain a mobilization of status. Socially your popularity will increase and
your children's progress will make you happier. Victory over your opponents will increase your
satisfaction. Regular flow on money and funds will make you happy and quite comfortable.
Love,
Family
and
Social
Life
The beginning of the year is coming with some troubles. There would be a number of issues which are
waiting for exact solution. Sometimes, situations would be going out of control and you may not express
your feelings in a proper way. Your spouse may also fall sick. Moreover, chances of separation may also
be there. The second and last phases of year are favorable as far as your married or love life is concerned.

During these phases most of the problems would be solved due to your sincere efforts.
Education
and
Traveling
There is no major trouble is seen in relation of education/exam. Probably, Capricorn born natives would
be performing very well. Your hard work and immense knowledge may out you on a big way. Success in
all types of exams/ interviews would be assured.

Health
Till the August 2009, health would be major cause of tensions and expenditures. From September 2009 to
December 2009, you may enjoy a good health.

